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We have over 200 million working

kids in the world today, more and more
being put into factories and plants and,
yes, agriculture. My Iowa farmers can
compete against anyone in the world,
but they cannot compete against that
girl because that girl is a slave laborer.
That is slave labor. This girl has no
choice. She has no options. She cannot
go to school. She cannot go to school
because she is out in the fields all day,
the same as a kid working in a glass
factory, a shoe factory, a garment fac-
tory, or a rug factory. And these are
often kids that are 8, 9, 10 years old.

Now, I believe that our trade nego-
tiators and the people down at the
White House have the best of inten-
tions. I am sure there is no one there
who likes exploitative child labor. For
the life of me, I cannot understand why
they sent a bill to us such as they did
and why they will go along with such a
weak bill relating to exploitative child
labor. If they would only compare this
bill with the one in 1988, they would
understand that the bill before us cur-
tails, circumscribes and limits the
President’s authority on exploitative
child labor relative to the 1988 bill.

I have been talking to people down at
the White House about putting exploit-
ative child labor in this bill at the
same level as intellectual property, but
for some reason they just cannot quite
seem to get on board.

There was a time not too long ago
when intellectual property rights were
regarded as extraneous to trade, just as
some argue child labor is today. I re-
member when I was in the Navy back
in the 1960s. People would go to Taiwan
and they would get records for perhaps
10 cents each—books and encyclopedias
for just pennies—because Taiwan was
pirating the records; they were
pirating the books and printing them. I
remember people I knew in the Navy
would go to Taiwan and load up with
books and records, but today there are
international rules in trade agreements
to protect intellectual property. So
there was a time when intellectual
property was considered extraneous to
trade agreements. Not so today. Ex-
ploitative child labor should not be ex-
traneous today.

Yes, we are in a new era. We are in a
new world economy, but we are also in
a new world community. And just as
we have taken the lead in the world
economy, as we have taken the lead in
breaking down trade barriers—and I be-
lieve we should—we must take the lead
in stopping this, the last vestige of
slavery in the world today, exploitative
child labor.

We can debate and discuss labor is-
sues, environmental issues, and there
are all kinds of different perspectives
and arguments about them. There
should be no argument on exploitative
child labor. There should be no dis-
agreement on this. There are distinct
lines. Children should not be working
like this. Our trade negotiators, when
they sit down at that table, ought to be
negotiating on exploitative child labor.

It ought to be a trade negotiating ob-
jective. It ought to have the same stat-
ure, the same force, the same effect as
intellectual property because not only
is this a moral imperative of ours; it is
imperative to stop it as unfair com-
petition because that child laborer,
that child slave, is producing goods
that are sent to this country, that
compete against our products. My
farmers cannot compete against that.
Our workers cannnot compete against
that. They should not have to compete
against it. This bill is fatally flawed
and the administration needs to send
get behind the amendment that I will
be offering. We need to adopt that
amendment to make sure that stopping
exploitative child labor has the same
force and effect, and the same level of
authority, in trade negotiations as
stopping the pirating of intellectual
property.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

HUTCHINSON). The Senator from Massa-
chusetts.

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I believe
my order is to speak in morning busi-
ness.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct. The Senator, under the pre-
vious order, has 20 minutes.
f

WE MUST BE FIRM WITH SADDAM
HUSSEIN

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I will
speak tomorrow on the subject of fast
track. I wish to talk this evening about
another subject that has not received
as much conversation on the floor of
the Senate as it merits—because, while
we have been focused on fast track and
on a lot of loose ends which must be
tied up before this first session of the
105th Congress can be brought to a
close, a very troubling situation has
developed in the Middle East that has
ominous implications, not just for our
national security but literally for the
security of all civilized and law-abiding
areas of the world.

Even after the overwhelming defeat
that the coalition forces visited upon
Iraq in and near Kuwait in the Desert
Storm conflict, Iraqi dictator Saddam
Hussein’s truculence has continued
unabated. In the final days of that con-
flict, a fateful decision was made not to
utterly vanquish the Iraqi Government
and armed forces, on the grounds that
to do so would leave a risky vacuum, as
some then referred to it, in the Middle
East which Iran or Syria or other de-
stabilizing elements might move to
fill.

But instead of reforming his behavior
after he was handed an historic defeat,
Saddam Hussein has continued to push
international patience to the very
edge. The United Nations, even with
many member nations which strongly
favor commerce over conflict, has es-
tablished and maintained sanctions de-
signed to isolate Iraq, keep it too weak
to threaten other nations, and push
Saddam Hussein to abide by accepted

norms of national behavior. These
sanctions have cost Iraq over $100 bil-
lion and have significantly restrained
his economy. They unavoidably also
have exacted a very high price from the
Iraqi people, but this has not appeared
to bother Saddam Hussein in the least.
Nor have the sanctions succeeded in
obtaining acceptable behavior from
Saddam.

Now, during the past 2 weeks, Sad-
dam again has raised his obstinately
uncooperative profile. We all know of
his announcement that he will no
longer permit United States citizens to
participate in the U.N. inspection team
searching Iraq for violations of the
U.N. requirement that Iraq not build or
store weapons of mass destruction. And
he has made good on his announce-
ment. The UNSCOM inspection team,
that is, the United Nations Special
Commission team, has been refused ac-
cess to its inspection targets through-
out the week and once again today be-
cause it has Americans as team mem-
bers. While it is not certain, it is not
unreasonable to assume that Saddam’s
action may have been precipitated by
the fear that the U.N. inspectors were
getting uncomfortably close to discov-
ering some caches of reprehensible
weapons of mass destruction, or facili-
ties to manufacture them, that many
have long feared he is doing everything
in his power to build, hide, and hoard.

Another reason may be that Saddam
Hussein, who unquestionably has dem-
onstrated a kind of perverse personal
resiliency, may be looking at the inter-
national landscape and concluding
that, just perhaps, support may be
waning for the United States’s deter-
mination to keep him on a short leash
via multilateral sanctions and weapons
inspections. This latest action may, in-
deed, be his warped idea of an acid test
of that conclusion.

We should all be encouraged by the
reactions of many of our allies, who are
evincing the same objections to Iraq’s
course that are prevalent here in the
United States. There is an inescapable
reality that, after all of the effort of
recent years, Saddam Hussein remains
the international outlaw he was when
he invaded Kuwait. For most of a dec-
ade he has set himself outside inter-
national law, and he has sought to
avoid the efforts of the international
community to insist that his nation
comport itself with reasonable stand-
ards of behavior and, specifically, not
equip itself with implements of mass
destruction which it has shown the
willingness to use in previous conflicts.

Plainly and simply, Saddam Hussein
cannot be permitted to get away with
his antics, or with this latest excuse
for avoidance of international respon-
sibility.

This is especially true when only
days earlier, after months of negotia-
tions, the administration extracted
some very serious commitments from
China, during President Jiang Zemin’s
state visit to Washington, to halt sev-
eral types of proliferation activities. It
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is unthinkable that we and our allies
would stand by and permit a renegade
such as Saddam Hussein, who has dem-
onstrated a willingness to engage in
warfare and ignore the sovereignty of
neighboring nations, to engage in ac-
tivities that we insist be halted by
China, Russia, and other nations.

Let me say that I agree with the de-
termination by the administration, at
the outset of this development, to take
a measured and multilateral approach
to this latest provocation. It is of vital
importance to let the United Nations
first respond to Saddam’s actions.
After all, those actions are first and
foremost an affront to the United Na-
tions and all its membership which
has, in a too-rare example of unity in
the face of belligerent threats from a
rogue State, managed to maintain its
determination to keep Iraq isolated via
a regime of sanctions and inspections.

I think we should commend the re-
solve of the Chief U.N. Inspector,
UNSCOM head Richard Butler, who has
refused to bend or budge in the face of
Saddam’s intransigence. Again and
again he has assembled the inspection
team, including the U.S. citizens who
are part of it, and presented it to do its
work, despite being refused access by
Iraq.

He rejected taking the easy way out
by asking the U.S. participants simply
to step aside until the problem is re-
solved so that the inspections could go
forward. He has painstakingly docu-
mented what is occurring, and has filed
regular reports to the Security Coun-
cil. He clearly recognizes this situation
to be the matter of vital principle that
we believe it to be.

The Security Council correctly wants
to resolve this matter if it is possible
to do so without plunging into armed
conflict, be it great or small. So it sent
a negotiating team to Baghdad to try
to resolve the dispute and secure ap-
propriate access for UNSCOM’s inspec-
tion team. To remove a point of pos-
sible contention as the negotiators
sought to accomplish their mission,
the United Nations asked that the U.S.
temporarily suspend reconnaissance
flights over Iraq that are conducted
with our U–2 aircraft under U.N. aus-
pices, and we complied. At that time,
in my judgment this was the appro-
priate and responsible course.

But now we know that Saddam Hus-
sein has chosen to blow off the nego-
tiating team entirely. It has returned
emptyhanded to report to the Security
Council tomorrow. That is why I have
come to the floor this evening to speak
about this matter, to express what I
think is the feeling of many Senators
and other Americans as the Security
Council convenes tomorrow.

We must recognize that there is no
indication that Saddam Hussein has
any intention of relenting. So we have
an obligation of enormous con-
sequence, an obligation to guarantee
that Saddam Hussein cannot ignore the
United Nations. He cannot be per-
mitted to go unobserved and

unimpeded toward his horrific objec-
tive of amassing a stockpile of weapons
of mass destruction. This is not a mat-
ter about which there should be any de-
bate whatsoever in the Security Coun-
cil, or, certainly, in this Nation. If he
remains obdurate, I believe that the
United Nations must take, and should
authorize immediately, whatever steps
are necessary to force him to relent—
and that the United States should sup-
port and participate in those steps.

The suspended reconnaissance flights
should be resumed beginning tomor-
row, and it is my understanding they
will be. Should Saddam be so foolish as
to take any action intended to endan-
ger those aircraft or interrupt their
mission, then we should, and I am con-
fident we will, be prepared to take the
necessary actions to either eliminate
that threat before it can be realized, or
take actions of retribution.

When it meets tomorrow to receive
the negotiators’ report and to deter-
mine its future course of action, it is
vital that the Security Council treat
this situation as seriously as it war-
rants.

In my judgment, the Security Coun-
cil should authorize a strong U.N. mili-
tary response that will materially
damage, if not totally destroy, as much
as possible of the suspected infrastruc-
ture for developing and manufacturing
weapons of mass destruction, as well as
key military command and control
nodes. Saddam Hussein should pay a
grave price, in a currency that he un-
derstands and values, for his unaccept-
able behavior.

This should not be a strike consisting
only of a handful of cruise missiles hit-
ting isolated targets primarily of pre-
sumed symbolic value. But how long
this military action might continue
and how it may escalate should Sad-
dam remain intransigent and how ex-
tensive would be its reach are for the
Security Council and our allies to
know and for Saddam Hussein ulti-
mately to find out.

Of course, Mr. President, the greatest
care must be taken to reduce collateral
damage to the maximum extent pos-
sible, despite the fact that Saddam
Hussein cynically and cold-heartedly
has made that a difficult challenge by
ringing most high-value military tar-
gets with civilians.

As the Security Council confronts
this, I believe it is important for it to
keep prominently in mind the main ob-
jective we all should have, which is
maintaining an effective, thorough,
competent inspection process that will
locate and unveil any covert prohibited
weapons activity underway in Iraq. If
an inspection process acceptable to the
United States and the rest of the Secu-
rity Council can be rapidly re-
instituted, it might be possible to viti-
ate military action.

Should the resolve of our allies wane
to pursue this matter until an accept-
able inspection process has been re-
instituted—which I hope will not occur
and which I am pleased to say at this

moment does not seem to have even
begun—the United States must not
lose its resolve to take action. But I
think there is strong reason to believe
that the multilateral resolve will per-
sist.

To date, there have been nine mate-
rial breaches by Iraq of U.N. require-
ments. The United Nations has di-
rected some form of responsive action
in five of those nine cases, and I believe
it will do so in this case.

The job of the administration in the
next 24 hours and in the days to follow
is to effectively present the case that
this is not just an insidious challenge
to U.N. authority. It is a threat to
peace and to long-term stability in the
tinder-dry atmosphere of the Middle
East, and it is an unaffordable affront
to international norms of decent and
acceptable national behavior.

We must not presume that these con-
clusions automatically will be accepted
by every one of our allies, some of
which have different interests both in
the region and elsewhere, or will be of
the same degree of concern to them
that they are to the U.S. But it is my
belief that we have the ability to per-
suade them of how serious this is and
that the U.N. must not be diverted or
bullied.

The reality, Mr. President, is that
Saddam Hussein has intentionally or
inadvertently set up a test which the
entire world will be watching, and if he
gets away with this arrogant ploy, he
will have terminated a most important
multilateral effort to defuse a legiti-
mate threat to global security—to de-
fuse it by tying the hands of a rogue
who thinks nothing of ordering wide-
spread, indiscriminate death and de-
struction in pursuit of power.

If he succeeds, he also will have over-
whelmed the willingness of the world’s
leading nations to enforce a principle
on which all agree: that a nation
should not be permitted to grossly vio-
late even rudimentary standards of na-
tional behavior in ways that threaten
the sovereignty and well-being of other
nations and their people.

I believe that we should aspire to
higher standards of international be-
havior than Saddam Hussein has of-
fered us, and the enforcement action of
the United Nations pursues such a
higher standard.

We know from our largely unsuccess-
ful attempts to enlist the cooperation
of other nations, especially industri-
alized trading nations, in efforts to im-
pose and enforce somewhat more ambi-
tious standards on nations such as
Iran, China, Burma, and Syria that the
willingness of most other nations—in-
cluding a number who are joined in the
sanctions to isolate Iraq—is neither
wide nor deep to join in imposing sanc-
tions on a sovereign nation to spur it
to ‘‘clean up its act’’ and comport its
actions with accepted international
norms. It would be a monumental trag-
edy to see such willingness evaporate
in one place where so far it has sur-
vived and arguably succeeded to date,
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especially at a time when it is being
subjected to such a critical test as that
which Iraq presents.

In a more practical vein, Mr. Presi-
dent, I submit that the old adage ‘‘pay
now or pay later’’ applies perfectly in
this situation. If Saddam Hussein is
permitted to go about his effort to
build weapons of mass destruction and
to avoid the accountability of the Unit-
ed Nations, we will surely reap a con-
frontation of greater consequence in
the future. The Security Council and
the United States obviously have to
think seriously and soberly about the
plausible scenarios that could play out
if he were permitted to continue his
weapons development work after shut-
ting out U.N. inspectors.

There can be little or no question
that Saddam has no compunctions
about using the most reprehensible
weapons—on civilians as readily as on
military forces. He has used poison gas
against Iranian troops and civilians in
the Iran-Iraq border conflict. He has
launched Scud missiles against Israel
and against coalition troops based in
Saudi Arabia during the gulf war.

It is not possible to overstate the om-
inous implications for the Middle East
if Saddam were to develop and success-
fully militarize and deploy potent bio-
logical weapons. We can all imagine
the consequences. Extremely small
quantities of several known biological
weapons have the capability to exter-
minate the entire population of cities
the size of Tel Aviv or Jerusalem.
These could be delivered by ballistic
missile, but they also could be deliv-
ered by much more pedestrian means;
aerosol applicators on commercial
trucks easily could suffice. If Saddam
were to develop and then deploy usable
atomic weapons, the same holds true.

Were he to do either, much less both,
the entire balance of power in the Mid-
dle East changes fundamentally, rais-
ing geometrically the already sky-high
risk of conflagration in the region. His
ability to bluff and bully would soar.
The willingness of those nations which
participated in the gulf war coalition
to confront him again if he takes a
course of expansionism or adventurism
may be greatly diminished if they be-
lieve that their own citizens would be
threatened directly by such weapons of
mass destruction.

The posture of Saudi Arabia, in par-
ticular, could be dramatically altered
in such a situation. Saudi Arabia, of
course, was absolutely indispensable as
a staging and basing area for Desert
Storm which dislodged Saddam’s
troops from Kuwait, and it remains one
of the two or three most important lo-
cations of U.S. bases in the Middle
East.

Were its willingness to serve in these
respects to diminish or vanish because
of the ability of Saddam to brandish
these weapons, then the ability of the
United Nations or remnants of the gulf
war coalition, or even the United
States acting alone, to confront and
halt Iraqi aggression would be gravely
damaged.

Were Israel to find itself under con-
stant threat of potent biological or nu-
clear attack, the current low threshold
for armed conflict in the Middle East
that easily could escalate into a world-
threatening inferno would become even
more of a hair trigger.

Indeed, one can easily anticipate that
Israel would find even the prospect of
such a situation entirely untenable and
unacceptable and would take preemp-
tive military action. Such action
would, at the very least, totally derail
the Middle East peace process which is
already at risk. It could draw new geo-
political lines in the sand, with the
possibility of Arab nations which have
been willing to oppose Saddam’s ex-
treme actions either moving into a
pan-Arab column supporting him
against Israel and its allies or, at least,
becoming neutral.

Either course would significantly
alter the region’s balance of power and
make the preservation and advance-
ment of U.S. national security objec-
tives in the region unattainable—and
would tremendously increase the risk
that our Nation, our young people, ul-
timately would be sucked into yet an-
other military conflict, this time with-
out the warning time and the staging
area that enabled Desert Storm to have
such little cost in U.S. and other allied
troop casualties.

Finally, we must consider the ulti-
mate nightmare. Surely, if Saddam’s
efforts are permitted to continue
unabated, we will eventually face more
aggression by Saddam, quite conceiv-
ably including an attack on Israel, or
on other nations in the region as he
seeks predominance within the Arab
community. If he has such weapons, his
attack is likely to employ weapons of
unspeakable and indiscriminate de-
structiveness and torturous effects on
civilians and military alike. What that
would unleash is simply too horrendous
to contemplate, but the United States
inevitably would be drawn into that
conflict.

Mr. President, I could explore other
possible ominous consequences of let-
ting Saddam Hussein proceed un-
checked. The possible scenarios I have
referenced really are only the most ob-
vious possibilities. What is vital is that
Americans understand, and that the
Security Council understand, that
there is no good outcome possible if he
is permitted to do anything other than
acquiesce to continuation of U.N. in-
spections.

As the world’s only current super-
power, we have the enormous respon-
sibility not to exhibit arrogance, not to
take any unwitting or unnecessary
risks, and not to employ armed force
casually. But at the same time it is our
responsibility not to shy away from
those confrontations that really mat-
ter in the long run. And this matters in
the long run.

While our actions should be thought-
fully and carefully determined and
structured, while we should always
seek to use peaceful and diplomatic

means to resolve serious problems be-
fore resorting to force, and while we
should always seek to take significant
international actions on a multilateral
rather than a unilateral basis whenever
that is possible, if in the final analysis
we face what we truly believe to be a
grave threat to the well-being of our
Nation or the entire world and it can-
not be removed peacefully, we must
have the courage to do what we believe
is right and wise.

I believe this is such a situation, Mr.
President. It is a time for resolve. To-
morrow we must make that clear to
the Security Council and to the world.

I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. TORRICELLI addressed the

Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Jersey.
Mr. TORRICELLI. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent to return to
morning business and address the Sen-
ate for 15 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
f

FAST TRACK

Mr. TORRICELLI. Mr. President,
this Congress is engaged in a great de-
bate about giving the President of the
United States virtually unrestricted
authority to engage and negotiate with
other nations in what has been termed
fast-track authority.

Capital markets and international
political leaders are waiting to see
whether or not this Congress will grant
that authority to the President of the
United States.

To some, the debate has already been
defined as either one of believing in
free trade or returning to protection-
ism. I believe that that is a disservice
to this Congress and indeed to the de-
bate itself because the issue is extraor-
dinarily more complex.

The United States needs no lectures
about the advantages or the pursuit of
free trade nor, indeed, does this Con-
gress. In Bretton Woods, the Kennedy
Round, the Uruguay Round, the United
States has both led and constructed
the current system both in monetary
and trade relations.

This country understands that free,
unfettered trade, the opening of inter-
national markets, is the very founda-
tion of both our own and international
prosperity. This generation’s standard
of living has been based on the lessons
of each of these agreements.

As a result, the United States has be-
come the largest importing nation in
the world. Indeed, although the United
States has an economy that is smaller
than the combined economies of the
European community, we import more
than twice the industrialized product
from the developing world.

This trade has been not without ben-
efit to even those industries which
seemingly have suffered the most. Al-
though there have been serious disloca-
tions in key industrial industries, like
autos and steel and new products like
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